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About This Game

Play for one of the opposing sides of the plastic warriors. At your disposal a large arsenal of firearms. Fight on different maps
for one of the teams: small, plastic soldiers!

You can pick up several types of weapons!
Throw enemies with grenades, put mines, shoot a sniper rifle or a grenade launcher, the choice is yours!

Choose your battle tactics!
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Title: Plastic soldiers
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Creative Black Chair
Publisher:
Creative Black Chair
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000, GeForce 8800, ATI 1950 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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DO NOT BUY!. The best soundtrack of all time.
Would whistle and play guitar to again 10\/10 SWERY I love you.. I remember playing this when I was younger, and I didn't
realise how incredibly generic the entire game is. It's in that awkward period of time where FPS games followed iconic
predecessors like Half Life and Quake but did very little to differentiate themselves from it. The movement is slow and clunky,
the enemies move erratically, the story is bland and the graphical themes aren't much to write home about in 2003. A huge
departure from the original Unreal. The weapon selection is pretty good, however some of them are plagued with slow
projectiles and short ranges.

Unless you're playing for nostalgia's sake, I wouldn't recommend it. Use your time playing the original or Unreal Tournament
instead.. get ya boys round the pc n poke eachother with long poles
wait that didnt come out right
10\/10. The game has its share of imperfections. What's particularly annoying is how it sometimes hides keys and passages in
plain sight. Some gameplay elements are a bit tired. Cutscenes look bad - somehow worse than the game itself. But the art
direction, atmosphere and story are pretty good and distinctive. It doesn't feel like yet another generic horror game.
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I find this software very useful. It is not as resource heavy as FRAPS is and has MANY more settings you can change. Some
reviews say the overlays are gone, but the way you change the settings is just different. It is much more user friendly than when
I first purchased this software on sale. I did notice that when I was recording at 30 frames per second that all the counters
displaying my FPS showed 60 frames but it was like I was playing at 30. Seemed like the problem was fixed when recording at
60 frames, which can be a problem with filesize. Also has capability of livestreaming to Twitch, but I have not tried this.

From the fact that I can record high quality HD video with little preformance impact with the small trouble I have with it, with a
lower review because of the price,

7/10. My only complaint is that the end part of level 4 on the second world is unfair. The cars spawn too fast. otherwise it is a
fun game.. If Rimworld was a back scratcher with a pearl handle and a silver rod, Rekindling would be a good stick with a nice
wide end on it for itching. I'm not calling it a knock off by any means just very similar. You manager resources, plan and build a
community while everything tries to kill you.
  Here's the thing, so far it's fun if not as in depth as the previously mentioned game. It's Early Access though and I think it's a
really good start. I enjoy playing it, have recommended it to friends. I'd say for the price point you cannot go wrong.. This is
another great indie game that needs better designed marketing. The videos suggest it's just another cutesy match-3 puzzle battle
game, albeit one with plot, but it's really much more like a traditional adventure game where instead of verbs and objects, you're
solving puzzles through the interface of a match-3 puzzle battler (and minesweeper) game. It's impressive the number of puzzles
they've managed to squeeze out of this constraint, and produces a romp that feels constantly fresh and clever. Like traditional
adventure games though, much of the playtime is dependent on how fast you can solve the puzzles (which do get fairly obtuse),
and in some cases having the board of the match-3 battles work against you even though you know what needs to be done can be
frustrating (Tip: do spamnet before catnet). All in all though, a fun and thoughtful crossover game that illustrates the case for
having an indie scene in gaming producing original new ideas.. Let it be clear. This one does not hold a candle to the first two.
Still some fun is to be had.. This is a neat little game that shows off decently well what you can do with roomscale. The game
really isn't that difficult and can be beaten pretty quick, but it is a great one-off game and an even better demo game. I love that
the rooms are randomly generated so it is not the same pathway every time as well. In 11 minutes I beat it twice, however this is
coming from someone who plays VR games daily. $3 is a decent price and I will be using this game now as one of my standar
demos.

Release Notes for v1.05 (07/04/2018):
[UI]
- Adjusted Font Size

[MISC]
- Fixed some playing bugs. Release Notes for v1.03 (04/22/2018):
Behind the screen, everyone is a judge!

[UI]
- Added volume adjustment

[SCRIPT]
- Optimized simplified chinese localization
- Fixed script dialogue

[GAMEPLAY]
- Adjusted section 2 difficulty

[MISC]
- Fixed some system bugs
. Release Notes for v1.08 (10/06/2018):
[MISC]
- Fixed some playing bugs
- Fixed the achievement "Alice's Rabbit Hole" may have an unattainable situation. Release Notes for v1.07 (08/30/2018):
[SCRIPT]
- Adjust the tempo of stories text in the last section. Stay Silent 螢幕判官 Behind the Screen Release Notes for v1.10
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(02/26/2018):
[SCRIPT]
- Added French

[STORY]
- Added extra story, Behind the Story
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